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Abstract: Concerns about the power outages caused by extreme weather events have led the study of
grid resilience. Among the grid resilience studies, this paper presents an overview to evaluate and
improve grid resilience through the analysis of determinants of the impact and the grid capability.
The impact is determined by the extreme weather events, grid exposure, and grid vulnerability.
Whereas, the determinants of the grid capability are physical durability, operational versatility, and
rehabilitation capacity. Conceptual knowledge for quantifying the impact and the grid capability is
also presented. Then, some improvement strategies to reduce the impact and to improve the grid
capability based on their determinants are discussed. The study of the impact and the grid capability
provides a preliminary guideline to plan appropriate grid resilience improvement strategies.
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1. Introduction

In recent years, the need for studying grid resilience has increased due to the rise of the severity
and frequency of power outages caused by extreme weather events [1–6]. Based on the survey by the
U.S. Energy Information Administration in 2012, the observed outages to the bulk electric system from
1992–2012 in the United States shows the significant increase of the outages caused by weather-related
events [7]. Furthermore, the occurrence of severe weather events will increase in the future [8–10] so
that this makes the resilient grid more important in many countries. For example, United States has
placed an added emphasis on research and development (R and D) to enhance resilience to climate
change and extreme weather. They are also inviting other organizations to join in developing and
implementing a resilient grid R and D plan [11].

Power system performance is often evaluated by power system reliability indices. Power
system reliability has been studied for a long time and is well developed. The indices used in
power system reliability are the System Average Interruption Duration Index (SAIDI), the System
Average Interruption Frequency Index (SAIFI), the Customer Average Interruption Duration Index
(CAIDI), the Customer Average Interruption Frequency Index (CAIFI), etc. However, these indices
do not adequately represent the system performance related to the major disruptions caused by
extreme weather events [12]. Power system reliability considers only the high-probability low-impact
disturbances and the grid operates passively. The recovery is only limited to the affected point and
the system capability is restricted when wider and longer strikes occur. Therefore, a new study which
encompasses the power system reliability study is required to deal with the impact caused by the
extreme weather events, which is called grid resilience [5].
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In [13], resilience is described as the system ability to prepare for changing conditions, adapt to it,
and withstand and recover as quickly as possible from disruptions. Whereas, the Intergovernmental
Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) [14] and U.K. Cabinet Office [15] defined resilience as the ability
of assets, components, networks, or systems to anticipate, absorb, accommodate, and recover from
disruptions. The disruption events described by this literature vary from the weather-related event,
human error, cyber-attacks, terrorist attacks, etc. A separated study for each event is required to
assess grid resilience caused by different disruption events. In this paper, the extreme weather event
is only considered since the weather-related event is, statistically, a major cause of power system
blackouts [4,7]. An extreme weather event is defined as a weather event when the intensity of the
weather is above the upper threshold or below the lower threshold of the historical weather intensity
in one period of observation [14,16]. Therefore, grid resilience can be defined as the grid ability to
withstand the effects caused by extreme weather, adapt to the disrupted condition, and recover from
the damaged state.

The objective of the grid resilience study is to minimize the impacts (i.e., power outages) caused
by an extreme weather event. One way to achieve this is by improving the grid capability to deal with
those impacts. This paper presents the study of the impact and the grid capability in a grid resilience
study. The impact is analyzed through its determinants, which are the intensity of an extreme weather
event, grid exposure, and grid vulnerability. The intensity of the extreme weather indicates the severity
of the weather, the grid exposure represents a number of unprotected parts of the grid, and grid
vulnerability expresses the strength of the grid, whereas the grid capability is analyzed based on its
physical durability, operational versatility, and rehabilitation capacity. Physical durability represents
how much the grid can withstand the initial attack, operational versatility represents how flexible the
grid can adapt to the damage, and rehabilitation capacity represents the ability of the grid to restore to
the pre-event condition.

This paper discusses the assessment and the improvement of the grid resilience through the
analysis of the impact and the grid capability. The analysis of the impact and the grid capability can be
applied to both transmission and distribution grids since it provides a general assessment procedure
and broader enhancement examples. The assessment of grid resilience is required to ensure appropriate
actions to improve grid resilience. It also gives information to concerned parties regarding the existing
condition of the grid so that it will provide early awareness about the impact caused by an upcoming
extreme weather event, whereas improvement of grid resilience is intended to minimize the impact
caused by an extreme weather event and to optimize the capability of the grid. Improvement studies
must also consider the cost/benefit analysis so that the investment to the grid resilience program offers
a decent benefit [17].

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses the grid resilience
determinant of the severity of the impact and the grid capability. Section 3 discusses grid resilience
assessment through further investigation on the determinant of the impact and the grid capability.
In Section 4, various grid resilience improvement strategies are presented and classified based on these
determinants. Finally, the conclusion is presented in Section 5.

2. Determinants of the Impact and the Grid Capability

Main differences of grid resilience study with grid reliability study are the type of the impacts
caused by uncommon disruptions and the grid capability which requires more active actions to
bring back the grid to its normal functionalities. Therefore, in this paper, the assessment and the
improvement of grid resilience are analyzed through the impact it suffers and the grid capability it
possesses. The analysis of the impact and the grid capability is assessed through their determinants to
provide a more detailed examination.
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2.1. The Impact

The grid condition is evaluated based on its functionality which is the grid ability to provide a
reliable and good quality of power supply (in MW) to serve its customers. The impact is considered
as the loss of grid functionality. The extreme impact is defined as highly significant and long-lasting
functionality loss to the grid [14]. It is very likely caused by an extreme event such as extreme
weather even though an extreme impact may also occur due to a common failure and cascading effect.
The amount of impact is a direct and straightforward indicator to evaluate grid resilience. It can
be quantified as loss of grid capacity in MW or number of customer affected. These values can be
transformed into the amount of economical loss (i.e., in million dollars) [18].

The impact evaluation is based on disaster risk assessment. It is determined by the intensity of
the extreme weather events, the grid exposure, and the grid vulnerability [14,19,20]. The IPCC [14],
in their special report, summarized that the severity of the impact of extreme weather relies upon the
level of grid vulnerability and exposure to that event. On the other hand, Wisner et al. [19] introduced
the Pressure and Release (PAR) model as a simple tool for showing how the impact occurs when a
hazard (such as extreme weather) affects a vulnerable system, while grid exposure is not considered
in their model. The extreme weather is considered as an external factor, while the vulnerability is
considered as an internal factor. The “pressure” idea is related to the increasing amount of these two
factors which will increase the impact, and the “release” idea is related to how a reduction can be made
by decreasing the amount of those factors. However, neglecting the grid exposure in the evaluation
of the impact in grid resilience study is not appropriate because the grid may be located in different
geographical areas and the exposure to the extreme weather is different between one area and the other.
Furthermore, Crichton [20] explained that the probability of the impact depends on three elements:
hazards, exposure, and vulnerability. These elements can be illustrated in the form of a triangle as
shown in Figure 1. The figure shows that the size of the impact (the area of the triangle) is determined
by the size of each element (sides of the triangle). If any side of the triangle is zero, then the area is also
zero, which means that no impact occurs.
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Figure 1. Illustration of the relationship between determinants of the impact. The size of the impact
(IM) is determined by the intensity of the extreme weather event (IEW), the grid exposure (E), and the
grid vulnerability (V).

These determinants are applied to quantify the loss of grid functionality. Therefore, the impact in
grid resilience study is defined by the following equation:

IM = IEW × E×V (1)

where IM is the impact caused by an extreme weather and can be presented in a number of affected grid
functionality (in MW), a number of affected customers, or in the percentage of the functionality loss
with respect to its pre-event condition. IEW is the intensity of extreme weather events and presented in
weather’s respected scale such as wind speed (m/s), temperature (◦C), earthquake (Richter), or flood
or inundation (m). It is defined as the highest (or lowest) intensity of weather that the occurrence
is very rare in the historical data. E is the grid exposure which means the amount of the grid that
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exposed to the extreme weather presenting in supply capacity of the grid, number of customers, or the
percentage of the grid existing in the area where the extreme weather occurs. V is the grid vulnerability,
which represents the conditional probability of the damaged grid given an extreme weather intensity
(i.e., percentage per ◦C). A further description of grid vulnerability is given in Section 3.1.3.

Identifying the grid exposure and the grid vulnerability is a prerequisite to determining how
extreme weather events transform into the impact. For example, the intensity of an extreme weather
event might be high, but the impact will be minimal if the grid exposure and the grid vulnerability are
low. The occurrence of the extreme weather events cannot be avoided and their intensity cannot be
controlled. However, the impact that caused by them can be minimized through the management of
the grid exposure and the grid vulnerability.

2.2. The Grid Capability

Even though the probability of extreme weather events is low, its occurrence causes an extensive
and massive impact, historically. The passive operation of the grid when extreme weather events occur,
which only relies on the grid protection, is not sufficient to maintain the grid functionalities because
of the wide-spread and long-duration impact [6]. Therefore, a grid must pose a decent capability to
respond to extreme weather events so that it becomes resilient. More active operations are required to
deal with extreme weather events, such as strengthening physical structures, system reconfiguration,
providing alternative (back-up) power supply, deployment of the repair crews, etc.

The active operations must be able to maintain grid functionality as much as possible.
This includes the ability to resist or withstand an extreme weather event for a longer period and
to adapt and recover from the impact in a shorter period. Since time plays a crucial role in grid
resilience, the grid must be capable of taking actions before, during, and after the impact. Proag [21],
Hosseini et al. [22], and Francis and Bekera [23] described three properties that a grid must have to be
resilient as following:

(1) Absorptive, which is the ability of the grid to minimize the disruption from the initial attack.
(2) Adaptive, which is the ability of the grid to keep operating under the damaged state.
(3) Restorative, which is the ability of the grid to restore to full functionality after the attack.

Figure 2 shows the illustration of these properties. The square-shaded area represents the
functional grid. An extreme weather attack reduces the grid functionality, which is the amount
of reduction that depends on the grid’s absorptive property. Then, the grid’s adaptive property tries to
accommodate the service using the remaining resources as much as possible. Lastly, the restorative
property is required to bring back the functionality closer to the pre-event condition.
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Figure 2. Three resilient properties of the grid.

The implementation of these properties can be seen in the grid capability. The grid capability
before the event and the absorptive property is presented in the physical durability. The grid capability
during the event and the adaptive property is presented in the operational versatility. Lastly, the
restorative property after the event is presented in the rehabilitation capacity. Even though the
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assessment of each determinant has been studied in many literatures, it is required to provide an
integrated measure that considers these three aspects. Therefore, the grid capability can be described
by the following equation:

CG = [P + O + R]tE
tS

(2)

where CG is the grid capability to supply a reliable power to the customers and can be presented in a
number of unaffected grid capacity (in MW), a number of unaffected customers, or in the percentage
of the unaffected grid functionality with respect to its pre-event condition. P is the physical durability
which is the number of remaining functionality on initial attack because of the hardiness of the grid.
O is the operational versatility which is the amount of grid that back to functional after a short-term
restoration. R is the rehabilitation capacity which is the amount of grid that is restored after the attack.
P, O, and R are presented in MW, number of customer, or in their percentage with respect to the
pre-event condition, whereas tS indicates the start of the event when the extreme event attacks and tE
indicates the end period of evaluation.

The grid capability is illustrated in Figure 3. As an example, the grid’s physical durability
can maintain 40% of grid supply when there is initial attack by extreme weather. With a particular
operational versatility, the partly malfunction grid can adapt and recover its service up to 70%, and
full restoration can bring grid functionality back to 90%. In this illustration, the grid capability is
only able to restore the grid functionality up to 90% within a period of evaluation. There is 10%
shortage of the grid functionality which cannot be restored within this period. The amount of grid
functionality restoration is proportional to the grid capability, which means the higher the designed
grid capability, the higher the amount of restoration achieved. The grid resilience improvement
strategies are applied so that the grid functionality can be restored as close as possible to its pre-event
state within a required timeframe.
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3. Grid Resilience Assessment

There are some indices that have been used in the literature to express grid resilience. Loss of Load
Expectation (LOLE) and Loss of Load Frequency (LOLF) were used as indices in [24–26]. The other
indices that are also commonly used to express grid resilience are Expected Energy Not Supplied
(EENS) [27,28] and the amount of load shedding [29,30]. These indices measure grid resilience in
terms of the impact. A lower index is associated with a higher resilience. However, the concept of
grid resilience is the ability of the grid to bounce back from the abnormal condition to its normal state
as quickly as possible [22,31,32]. Therefore, presenting only the impact without the grid capability is
not sufficient to evaluate grid resilience. To include the grid capability into consideration, the grid
resilience is expressed by the following equation:

Res = CG/IM (3)

where Res is grid resilience (dimensionless). CG is the grid capability as explained in Equation (1), and
IM is the impact caused by an extreme weather event as discussed based in Equation (2).
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This equation is able to show that grid resilience is improved when the grid capability is increased,
the impact is decreased, or both are applied. Therefore, by evaluating each determinant of the impact
and the grid capability, it will be easier to evaluate the grid resilience. Then, the grid resilience
improvement strategies can be prepared and planned based on the assessment results.

3.1. Assessment of the Impact Determinants

3.1.1. Extreme Weather Events

The effects of the extreme weather events on power systems have been studied in many studies.
Abi-Samra [33] and Abi-Samra and Malcolm [34] noted some of the extreme weather which often
attacks the electrical power grid. Those include flooding, wind storms, tropical storms, and heat
wave and dry spells. The intensity of each extreme weather event can be measured by its respective
parameters. Kenward and Raja [35] reported that power outages in the United States from 2003–2012
were caused by general storms (59%), cold weather and ice storms (18%), tropical storms (18%),
tornadoes (3%), and extreme heat (2%).

Extreme weather events severity is classified by their intensity, duration, and the affected area.
The historical data and extreme weather forecasting are important to determine the impact. This
information is mapped on the grid infrastructure to evaluate the grid vulnerability, which will be
useful to assess the potential impact. As previously mentioned, the severity of the extreme weather
events cannot be controlled. However, with the information of its occurrence probability, actions can be
taken to minimize the impact such as by minimizing the grid exposure or enhancing the grid capability.

Extreme weather events such as storms and hurricanes are usually measured by their
contained-wind speed. The Beaufort Wind Force Scale is used to measure the storms [36]. Beaufort
classified the storms into 13 force scale (0–12) based on the wind speed. Force scale “0” represents
calm winds when the speed is less than 0.3 m/s, and force scale “12” represents hurricane forces when
the speed is over and including 32.7 m/s. This scale is extended in the Saffir-Simpson Hurricane
Wind Scale, which is particularly purposed to categorize hurricanes [37,38]. It starts from category 1,
with minimum wind speeds of 33 m/s, up to category 5, with the wind speeds over and including
70 m/s. Other measurements are the Richter Scale for earthquakes [39], the level of inundation for
flooding [40], tornadoes which are rated based on the Enhanced Fujita (EF) Scale [41], and degrees
Fahrenheit or Celsius for heat/cold temperature [42].

There are two criteria to determine the extreme weather. The first criterion is that the weather
intensity rarely occurs in a certain period, and the second one is that the weather intensity exceeds the
upper or lower bounds of historical data. The upper and lower threshold can be determined through
statistical analysis [43]. For instance, the occurrence of wind speeds above 35 m/s is only 2%, which is
observed over ten years. Hence, if the upper threshold is selected as 2%, the wind speed above 35 m/s
is considered as an extreme weather event.

3.1.2. Grid Exposure

The grid exposure is defined as the amount of uncovered or unprotected parts of the grid that
are exposed to extreme weather events. Identifying the grid exposure is important in the impact
assessment [44]. It determines the spatial aspect of the impact. The grid will be affected by extreme
weather only when it is exposed to the extreme weather [45]. Even though the intensity of the weather
is significant, its impact will be minimal if extreme weather occurs far from the grid. The more parts of
the grid that are exposed to the hazardous area, the more extensive the impact.

Assessing grid exposure includes accounting for the number of exposed components, the length
of the lines, the area of a region, or the site location [46]. Then these numbers are converted to the
amount of grid capacity (in MW) or number of customers. This method may be effective if the required
data is neatly available and provided by the grid operator. Otherwise, some methods that have been
used by other disciplines can be applied to assess the exposure of the electrical power grid. Schlögl
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and Laaha [47] assessed the exposure of the road networks to precipitation and high/low temperature.
They used the weather parameters recorded by the station in the observed area, defined the extreme
values by using Fisher-Tippet-Gnedenko theorem and then refined the road networks where the
extreme weather occurs. In this method, secondary data such as precipitation information from the
weather agency can be used to obtain the amount of the exposed grid. Barben [48] assessed the grid
exposure by considering the geographical information of the grid. This information is segmented in
accordance with the occurrence of the extreme weather events. Then, the amount of grid exposure is
calculated based on each segment. This procedure will be effective to evaluate the grid exposure for a
large-sized grid.

3.1.3. Grid Vulnerability

The general concepts of vulnerability for societies and infrastructure were described by
Birkmann [49], Hellström [50], Adger [51], and Ciurean et al. [52], which can also be applied to
power systems. In [49], the grid vulnerability was assessed without considering the type and the
intensity of extreme weather, which is different from the perspective proposed in [50]. In this literature,
the vulnerability assessment cannot be performed without recognizing the type and the intensity of the
hazards. In [51] and [52], it is also stated that the grid vulnerability has a strong relationship with the
external stress such as extreme weather events. The grid vulnerability is an essential determinant to
assess the level of a resilience since it shows the condition of the grid with respect to the extreme weather
or disaster. The grid vulnerability shows how the grid or its components perform corresponding to the
intensity of extreme weather events. Grid vulnerability is evaluated when it is exposed to the extreme
weather events. It determines the level of the damage to the grid. A more vulnerable grid will likely
have a worse impact than a less vulnerable grid. Identification of the grid vulnerability is a first step to
mitigating the impact caused by the extreme weather events.

An approach by Reed et al. [53] is extended to calculate the grid vulnerability. The grid
vulnerability is defined as a conditional probability of the damaged grid given the intensity of an
extreme weather event. It can be mathematically expressed by the following equation:

V = P(D| IEW) (4)

where V is grid vulnerability (%), and P(D| IEW) is a conditional cumulative probability of damage
(D) given the intensity of extreme weather event (IEW), which is also called the grid fragility in
some literatures.

Grid vulnerability is determined by the damage corresponding to the intensity of the extreme
weather event. The study of the vulnerability is a complex and stochastic process [54–56]. It requires a
detailed testing and analysis to obtain the degree of vulnerability. Graph theory analysis was used
by [57–66] to calculate the vulnerability of the grid topology. However, from the point of view of the
power system, the important thing is the result of the vulnerability analysis, which is generally easy to
understand through a vulnerability curve [67–69]. Figure 4 shows an example of typical vulnerability
curve. The grid is usually designed to operate under a certain condition of the weather (point “A”)
where the probability of the damage given the condition IEW ≤ A is close to zero. It may still be able
to operate beyond its designed condition (between point “A” and point “B”) with some probability
to collapse until it reaches the maximum tolerable intensity (point “B”) where the probability of the
damage given the condition is one.
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3.2. Assessment of the Grid Capability Determinants

3.2.1. Physical Durability

Physical durability is a fixed property of the grid and acts as the first border when extreme weather
events attack. It is related to the pre-design grid’s physical characteristic and topology [70]. The grid
has to be designed by considering the worst case of forecasted extreme weather events. The grid’s
physical durability is determined by a number of grids that remain operating after the initial strike.
A stronger physical durability of the grid is indicated with a higher amount of the grid remaining
functioning when it is attacked by extreme weather.

The assessment of the grid’s physical durability has been studied by many researchers.
Bhave et al. [71] studied the robustness of grid infrastructure against centrality-based targeted attacks
using graph theory analysis. A similar approach was used to evaluate the robustness of the European
power grids by Solé et al. [72]. Chopade and Bikdash [73] proposed a method to assess the amount of
loss of supply through topology’s centrality. A developed model of graph theory was proposed by
Chen et al. [64] where they used a weighted version of the graph theory, and the result is shown by the
amount of load shedding. Bagchi et al. [74] modelled the damaged distribution networks due to a fire
attack and calculated the output in loss of load index. The outcome of the assessment presented by
different methods by those literature suggests the similar quantity which is the amount of unaffected
supply or number of customers. The approaches which are proposed by these studies can be used to
determine the grid’s physical durability in term of expected number of unaffected grid capacity or the
number of customers.

3.2.2. Operational Versatility

When the intensity of extreme weather events exceeds the limit of the grid’s physical durability,
the grid will rely on its operational versatility to maintain its power supply to the customers [70].
Operational versatility is the ability of the grid to bring back the supply to the load as quickly as
possible, especially those are considered as critical loads. It is considered as a short-term restoration
capability of the grid. It includes the capability to optimize the grid topology configuration, to provide
temporary solutions, and to repair the broken parts with the pre-prepared spare parts.

The operational versatility of the grid can be quantified by considering the amount of power
they can recover after the first strike of extreme weather. Some methodologies to quantify the amount
of restored power through operational capabilities have been conducted. Ancona [75] reviewed
several techniques and guidelines to restore the power grid after a major failure. Arif et al. [76]
presented a transmission system restoration algorithm by optimizing the repair crew routes and
schedule and calculated the restored MW at each time step. The other methods were proposed by
Chen et al. [77] through a sequential service restoration and by Gholami and Aminifar [78] through
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two-stage hierarchical approaches. It is shown that even though the methods used for the restoration
are different, but the outcome of the operational versatility is uniform, which is the amount of restored
load or customers. On the other hand, Gao et al. [79] calculated the available energy in kWh for power
restoration on critical loads by using microgrids, but it can also be transformed into the amount of
restored load or customers.

It can be seen that grid response requires external actions to take place during disruptions.
For example, the crews have to visit the damaged location to provide backup power or rebuild the
distribution pole or substation. Furthermore, the operators must be able to make the decision to reconfigure
the topology of the grid. Hence, grid operational versatility is evaluated based on the amount of power
(in kW or MW) or the number of customers it can restore within a relatively short period of time.

3.2.3. Rehabilitation Capacity

Rehabilitation capacity must satisfy two criteria. The first one is the ability to restore to its
pre-event condition fully, and the second one is the ability of the grid to cope with similar or more
extreme weather events in the future. It covers the total restoration of the grid infrastructure and the
reinforcement plan based on the lessons learned from the previous disruptions. It is considered as
long-term and continuous actions of improvement [27,80].

The total restoration of grid infrastructure includes repairing or rebuilding the damaged parts of
the grid and replacement of the components, whereas the reinforcement includes the maintenance of
the components, strengthening the components, building the physical protection for the components,
relocating the facilities, and developing a new system for redundant purposes. Hence, grid rehabilitation
capability can be quantified by the amount of restored or available power provided by these actions.

Putting all of the determinants together, a simplified demonstration for the grid resilience
assessment is presented in Figure 5. One utility grid has the total capacity of 100 MW and all are
exposed to a hurricane with the contained-wind speed of 60 m/s (Figure 5a,b). The vulnerability of the
grid given in this intensity of the hurricane is 0.85 (Figure 5c). Hence, the estimation of the impact can
be calculated as 85 MW. On the other hand, the physical durability of the grid can withstand the attack
and maintain the grid functionality up to 40 MW (Figure 5d), the operational versatility of the grid can
restore the functionality up to 60 MW (Figure 5e), and the long-term restoration through adaptation
capacity can bring back its functionality up to 90 MW (Figure 5f). Therefore, the resilience index of this
grid can be calculated as 1.06.
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4. Grid Resilience Improvement

As described in the previous section, determinants of the impact are the extreme weather events,
the grid exposure, and the grid vulnerability, whereas determinants of the grid capability are the grid’s
physical durability, the grid operational versatility, and the grid rehabilitation capacity. Some literature
which proposes the methodologies to improve grid resilience does not explicitly explain the detail
in which the determinant is improved. The questions include why one improvement method is
better than the others, how is the method suitable to be implemented in our grid, and which
improvement methods should be selected among all alternatives. To answer these questions, we
need to evaluate each determinant of the impact and the grid capability, and then prioritize grid
resilience improvement strategies.

The extreme weather events are natural phenomena that humans cannot control. The extreme
weather intensity and duration is not able to be reduced by the grid resilience improvement strategy,
but their impact can be minimized by reducing the grid exposure and the grid vulnerability, whereas
actions which are taken to reduce grid exposure and grid vulnerability are included in the actions
taken to improve the grid capability. Therefore, the improvement strategies can be applied on three
determinants: physical durability, operational versatility, and rehabilitation capacity.

4.1. Improving Physical Durability

Physical durability is related to the structural properties of the grid. These properties include age,
structural robustness, and the material of the grid’s physical aspects. The process to improve physical
durability is called a hardening program. Some hardening programs are as follows:

• Vegetation management: this is done by trimming the trees around transmission and distribution
lines to minimize the airborne debris that touching the lines and cause a short circuit and to avoid
trees falling into the poles or lines [81–83].

• Underground cable utilization: this reduces line exposure from above-ground disruption [4,83,84].
• Lines rerouting: this reduces lines exposure by avoiding the area where extreme weather events

may occur with high probability [17,84].
• Elevated substation: this reduces substation exposure from flooding by elevating the substation

above the inundation limit [84].
• Water barrier instalment: this prevents substation inundated by flooding [17,84].
• Substation relocation: this moves the substation to a more secure area (low probability of extreme

weather events).
• Utilization of sensors technology: this provides enough time to prepare the prevention action as

early as possible when extreme weather events are coming [85].
• Equipment and component revitalization: this is to maintain equipment physical properties and

functionalities [84]. Equipment physical properties and functionalities decrease with age. Even
though the equipment was designed to withstand certain disruptions, it will decrease after being
used close to its lifetime [55].

• Pole upgrading and strengthening: this is done by changing poles with stronger materials and
providing additional supports for poles, such as guy wires [83,84].

• Application of hydrophobic coating: this helps components to shed precipitation, mitigate water
damage, and facilitate ice removal [85].

• Building earthquake-resistant substation: the design of earthquake-resistant buildings has been
developed, and it can be applied to the design the substations located where a high probability of
earthquakes occurs.

• Routine maintenance: this maintains the physical structure and functionalities of equipment [4].
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4.2. Improving Operational Versatility

Operational versatility is the ability of the grid to restore its capacity within the short-term period.
It is the combination of grid internal and external ability. Internal ability refers to the system design
and topology configuration, while external ability refers to the management and operator capability.
Some operational capabilities are as following:

• Network redundancy: this provides several alternative lines to supply electricity to the area
having a high probability of extreme weather occurrence. Although one line is damaged, it can
still supply the power through the alternative lines.

• Distributed Energy Resource (DER) generations and microgrids: they provide the option to
self-supplies local area when their feeder is disrupted [4,86–88].

• Spare parts management: spare parts have to be ready to use by forecasting the upcoming events,
and this will make it easy to deploy during the disruption [89,90].

• Providing portable backup generator and mobile transformers or substation: it maintains the
electricity supply to the critical customer for given period until restored [84,89].

• Repair crew management: this includes the arrangement of shift schedule that has enough
manpower to solve disruptions during the events, as well as the tools used for repair and
replacement [76,91].

4.3. Improving Grid Rehabilitation Capacity

Rehabilitation capacity is considered as the after-event capability and long-term recovery. It is
related to the planning management based on the lessons learned from the previous disruptions.
Some rehabilitation programs are as following:

• Utilization of extreme weather event logging database: this is the most important to improve
grid rehabilitation capacity [85,92]. It contains all the records of the previous event, including
the remedy strategies so that it can be used to forecast the future disruptions and analyze the
effectiveness and efficiency of remedial actions to be taken by simulations.

• Modification of the system to be resilient: it is done based on the lesson learned from
previous disruptions.

• Review and revise design standards, construction guidelines, and maintenance procedure: since
extreme weather events tend to increase in the future, some of standards, guidelines, and
procedures need to be upgraded to accommodate those situations [83].

A different implementation of the enhancement strategies for each determinant will result in
diverse improvement. Figure 6 illustrates the different implementations of enhancement strategies.
In Figure 6a, the grid state transition before the implementation of enhancement strategies is shown.
This indicates that the physical durability (P0) can only withstand at 40% and the grid state will remain
constant until some recovery actions are taken at time T2. Operational versatility (O0) can recover up
to 70% at time T3, rehabilitation capability (R0) can restore up to 90% at time T4, and full restoration
will require more efforts and time to be completed at time T5.

Figure 6b,c show the implementation of enhancement strategies on physical durability and
operational versatility, respectively. In Figure 6b, enhancement strategies are applied to improve the
grid’s physical durability to 60% (P1) while the operational versatility remains unchanged, whereas in
Figure 6c, the grid operational versatility is improved to 85% (O1) and the physical durability is left
untouched. Hence, the selection of the enhancement strategies depends on the requirement whether it
needs an uninterrupted supply as much as possible (higher physical durability) or whether it allows
interruption, but with higher and faster recovery (better operational versatility). It is also worth noting
that the distance between T1 and T2 depends on the starting time of the operator to deploy restoration
actions, which is also part of the operational versatility.
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Figure 6d shows the implementation of enhancement strategies on all determinants. The physical
durability is improved to 60% (P1), operational versatility is improved to 85% (O1), and rehabilitation
is able to restore the grid to 100% (R1) of its pre-event state. It can be seen that by doing this, the grid
can reach full restoration rapidly so that the total impact is minimum. However, implementation of
the enhancement strategies on all determinants will require more resources and very costly. There are
many potential strategies to improve grid resilience as presented above. Case by case analysis is
required in order to decide which implementation strategies to be applied to a particular power system
grid. One strategy may seem appropriate for a certain grid but not for others due to some reasons
such as geographical condition, the likelihood of the extreme weather events, the resources of the grid
operator, cost, and etc. Moreover, one action may reduce grid exposure and at the same time, it also
reduces the grid operational versatility. For example, the implementation of the underground cables
may reduce the grid exposure to the storms, but it will cause a longer time to restore if there is a flood
in that area.

In addition, there are also two major aspects that need to be considered such as customer criticality
and the implementation cost [93]. The assessment of the system criticality requires participation from
stakeholders and decision makers. A list of the critical and essential loads must be prepared and
included in the grid resilience study. After that, then the cost-benefit analysis has to be made before
the execution of the improvement strategies.

5. Conclusions

This paper introduces the determinants of the impact and the grid capability to provide insight
into the grid resilience assessment and improvement. A detailed observation of which implementation
strategies are appropriate can be seen by segmenting and assessing the impact and the grid capability
into their determinants. The impact is determined by the extreme weather event intensity, the grid
exposure, and the grid vulnerability, while the grid capability is composed of physical durability,
operational versatility, and rehabilitation capacity. Each determinant is used to evaluate grid resilience.

The assessment of determinant of the impact and the grid capability helps to manage, prioritize,
and plan grid resilience improvement strategies. The assessment result can be used for further analysis
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to decide the proper strategies to be implemented by including the grid geographical location, customer
criticality level, and the operator resources into considerations. Some improvement strategies are also
introduced to improve each determinant in this paper as preliminary guidelines for the grid resilience
improvement plan.
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